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Induction Programme: 

The School of Management of Abhilashi University organized a two weeklong induction program for the fresh 

entrants to MBA. Programmes, in line with the AICTE requirements. The objective of this program was to 

acclimatize the students to the new environment and get them acquainted with the institution culture. The 

induction program comprised of interesting activities like management games, talent hunt, social 

sensitization, team building activities, corporate guest lectures, and campus orientation sessions. The 

rationale for induction was to ensure a smooth transition for the students into the university system. 

             

 

 

Industrial Visit: 

Industrial visits are usually the first point of interaction between a student and a live working industry. The 

students learn about the latest technology trend and make up their minds about their future job or area of 

interest. Industrial visits bridge the widening gap between theoretical learning and practical exposure by 

giving students the first-hand exposure to identify the inputs and outputs for different business operations 

and processes performed at the workplace. Intending to go beyond classroom learning, the industrial tours 

contribute a lot in holistic student development by letting students learn about the current trends in the 

market, the future scenario of the industry and the new technologies that are being applied in the industry. 
 

      

 

 

 



 

Group Discussion: 

Group Discussion is a type of discussion that involves people sharing ideas or activities. Students in the group 

discussion are connected with one basic idea. Based on that idea, everyone in the group represents his/her 

perspective.        

 

 

Quiz Competition: A quiz competition is a special assessment conducted by the school, to check the 

participants' general knowledge about a particular subject or different subjects. 

 

 

 

Presentation: 

Presentations are typically demonstrations, introduction, lecture, or speech meant to inform, persuade, 

inspire, motivate, build goodwill, or present a new idea/product. Presentations usually require preparation, 

organization, event planning, writing, use of visual aids, dealing with stress, and answering questions. 

 


